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Hello--FYI--All:
Reference attached letter below to a Robert Hastings on 05-24-09. Why is Rick Doty being so
defensive? The smart thing would of been to say nothing, but out of frustration he blurts out the
DOE Clearance.
Is it because he has a Department of Energy (DOE) clearance he wants to distance himself from
the "Exempt from Disclosure" book by saying it's faulty (in 2005 it was 65% correct he said) and
his name in the book wasn't authorized; that he never said he finished law school.
The first two statements are totally false as the canceled checks prove, not shown. The
canceled checks are legal documents. As for what he said about finishing law school, that's what
he said on the phone and I will testify to that in any court.
Is he doing the bidding of the Dept of Energy?
What the Dept of Energy does at LANL is known (Nuclear Weapons etc) and not known like DIA,
NSA and CIA; so what secrets is he protecting for DOE? Is that DOE Clearance the reason he got
to view the Red Book (Digest) again at LANL, 2005?
10/5/2005 5:22 PM RICK DOTY wrote;
Extract: "Now that is from the official digest. I'm not quoting any witnesses or any sources. That
comes directly from the official US Government classified digest which I viewed today at a location
within NM. Now if Bob and Bill wishes to believe their phantom witnesses, then so be it. I provided the
official information."
Somebody is now trying to back track, but for what reasons? The DOE Clearance maybe the
reason he canceled Coast to Coast with George Knapp a multitude of times over a year.
DOE would like to know what I know.
Regards
Robert Collins

5/24/2009 1:35 PM RICK DOTY wrote:
Mr. Hastings,
I find almost everything you write to be lies. You are dishonoring my years of faithful government
service with outright lies. You have absolutely no idea what I did during my intelligence career, nor
do you have any real sources in writing your fictitious fantasy story for the UFO community.
I never wrote a book. Robert Collins wrote the book and placed my name on it, without my
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permission. I have already sought legal action from an Ohio Court.
I've been interviewed and stated this fact. I have disavowed most of the information contained in the
first and second book of Collins. I have not seen the third book Mr. Collins published.
There have been at least six internet comedians who have used my name in promoting so called
UFO information. I've tracked down all but two of them. They are Richard Doty, "wannabes".
You do not have one single credible source for you information. Every source is second or third
hand. Your credibility is about zero with others within the Real UFO community.
I have never lectured, nor have I ever been involved with any UFO Groups.
I've had two public interviews, one with Art Bell and the other with George Norry. I know what I did
during my intelligence days. I am confident everything I had access to was the truth. I don't care
what you think, nor am I out trying to convince others about the truth.
If I had committed all the crimes you claim I committed, I would be in Ft. Leavenworth. I received a
honorable discharge, three intelligence medals, one Meritorious Service Medal and several other
private intelligence awards for my service. I was recalled back to active duty twice. I went through
two FBI investigations regarding the MJ12 documents and was cleared. I served the State of New
Mexico and held a security clearance from the Department of Energy. Now, how the heck could I
have done all those things if I had committed all those crimes you claim I committed? Why didn't
the military court martial me? A simple fact, Mr. Hastings, everything I did during my intelligence
days were sanctioned.
With exception to your book about UFO and Nuclear weapons, which I must admit was a good
reading book, you write fictitious and slanderous article about me that you know to be false.
I've worked for six Hollywood film companies, I wrote 16 scripts for TV series shows and I was an
adviser on two motion pictures. Somebody likes me!!!!
What branch of the service did you serve? You never served in AFOSI, as you have stated in the
past. You have never served in the military or intelligence community.
You are a cheat and liar. You are a disgusting individual who is jealous because someone else did
all the things you wanted or lied about having done during your life.
I never said I was an attorney. I never said I graduated from law school. That was Robert Collin's
words, not mine. In the court brief my attorney submitted to counter my name on his book, that
was clearly stated.
I see you use six different screen names and pose as three different persons. That is Identity
Theft. I think you should be reported to the authorities.
As for Paul McGovern. I knew the guy but I have NEVER posed as him, nor do I send emails using
his name.
As for IP addresses, I could send out 1 million emails using your IP address. It isn't hard to do.
Please get your facts straight before publishing trash. One reason I don't become involved in the
UFO community is people like you. You spread 100% lies and contaminate the entire
community.
You don't have such a rosy past yourself. Bill Moore has a lot of secrets about your closed door
Closet days. I don't see any of that mentioned in your Bio. You confused your father, who I honor
for his faithful service to the Air Force, but you hide behind him in your Bio.
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I think you need some psychiatric help soon. You live in a fantasy world within yourself.
Richard Doty
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